Structured light vision systems are based on the fact that the pixel location of light in an image has a unique association with the object depth. However, their applications are mainly limited to the properties of the object surface and the lighting conditions. This paper presents a robust vision system for accurate acquisition of 3-D surface data based on optimal structured light. To achieve depth measurement for a dynamic scene, the data acquisition must be performed with only a single image. Our special arrangement makes the image of the light stripe remaining sharp while the background becomes blurred. Moreover, a dynamic programming approach is proposed to track the optimal path while the laser beam is invisible or divergent under extreme condition. The principle and necessary mathematics for implementing the algorithm are presented. The robustness of the system against uncalibrated errors is demonstrated. key words: structured light, dynamic programming, optimal trace, depth precision
Introduction
Computer vision has become a very important means to obtain the 3-D model of an object, and depth measurement is the principal element. The stereo imaging-based [1] , [2] , the time of flight of the sonar signal-based [3] , and the structured lighting-based techniques are major ones for depth measuring. The system developed and presented here bases on the structured light technique [4] - [7] , which is composed of a single camera, a laser beam (monochromatic spectral light) projector and a rotating mirror. The laser beam is projected toward the rotational axis of the mirror and then reflected onto the object. The camera catches the stripe light on the object surface through the same mirror, and depth is derived from the triangulation. When the laser beam is moved along the object surface, the 3-D computer model of the physical object is obtained. However, the problem with structured light technology is that the properties of the surface and the lighting conditions of the medium affects the quality of the image acquired. Figure 1 shows the Beethoven bust and reconstructed 3-D models from three viewpoints, gray points denote the real acquired depth while the white ones mean invisible parts or reconstruction error (Error parts are pointed out by the green arrow). Even with the front view, it is difficult and sometimes not possible to reconstruct the exact 3-D model. See Fig. 1 (c) . Depth information is inaccurate because of the shiny or specular object surface. Actually, depth measuring methods using pattern lighting, even many novel systems proposed recently addressed in Refs. [8] , [9] and [10] can not remedy this defect. Although some filtering techniques are used, it does not solve the problem entirely. For instance, the shiny surfaced objects are covered with opaque materials such as powder to suppress the specularity on the surface. The major problem with this solution is that some objects such as archeological findings can be affected from powders or such covering may not be applied to them.
In this paper, we not only implement a novel depth measurement system but also propose a method to track the laser beam utilizing the optimality feature of dynamic programming (DP) [11] , [12] . Our method is a global algorithm to compute the optimal light trace through taking the local minimum operation at each node. It is also an efficient solution when implemented with parallel processing of locally connected cells such as Cellular Neural Networks (CNN) [13] . This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the structure of our measuring system and the geometry principle. Section 3 describes how the algorithm tracks the optimal laser trace. The performance of the proposed method is validated in Sect. 4 Figure 2 shows the proposed depth measurement system and its triangulation geometry. The system has a single vertical laser stripe projected to the rotating mirror, and then reflected onto the scene. The image formed by the same mirror is acquired by the camera.
Without losing the generality, we focus on the image formation of a single light point T . In Fig. 2 , S is the projected point, O is the intersection point of the laser light and the rotating axis of the mirror, and M is the end point of the mirror. So line S O is the incident light, OT is the refraction light and T is the mirrored point of T . Let the angle between the vertical line and the light source be ζ, and the angle of the mirror from the horizontal axis be θ. Also, let the distance between the optical axis and the rotating axis of the mirror be δ 0 , the distance between the focal point of the camera and the horizontal axis be d m , and the focal distance of the camera be f . Note that the focal point of the camera is C.
To derive equations in 3-D space, let's use the cylindrical coordinate system with the mirror axis as the Z-axis. Assume that the light point T with length R has its image on the CCD sensor at P = (P x , P z ) in the coordinates of image plan. P x is the distance from P to the camera optical axis. The distance from T to camera optical axis is δ T and distance from T to the vertical line on right side is l T . Let the projection point of T to the optical axis be E, distance between E and the horizontal axis be d T , and the distance between focal point C and E be D. Using the property of similar triangles, one obtains
Note that
Solving Eq. (3) for R gives
Note that the mirror angle is not involved in Eq. (4) for depth computation.
When the mirror angle is θ, ∠SOT, which is the angle between the incident light and the refraction light, equals 2(θ − ζ) and the angle ∠TOM equals (90
• . This shows that T will always be on the This characteristic indicates that if the depth of the scanned points during one frame of capturing period is not changed, R is not changed either. And T will be the same point along the laser beam. So the image of laser light will remain sharp, no matter how fast the mirror rotate. Compared with the traditional methods proposed in [14] and [15] , our arrangement makes the projected light point (near the center of the image) clear while the background gets blurred due to mirror rotation. Figure 3 illustrates the effect, the blurred background actually makes the light point (or stripe) stand out and easy to detect. Note that the part of clear picture at the right is from the scene outside of the mirror.
Calibration and Depth Computation
Let the integer n x be the pixel number corresponding to P x , which is the distance from the center of image plane to P.
Then P x can be expressed as
Plugging (4) into (3) gives
Let derive the sensitivities of the depth measurement to parameters ζ, k, d m , and δ 0 .
1) The sensitivity of the depth measurement with respect to ζ is expressed as the derivative below:
For ζ equal to zero or small, the approximate sensitivity becomes
The value of k is typically larger than n x . This is especially true when ζ is small and R is large (n x is small in this case).
2) Similar to the case for ζ, the sensitivity to k is the derivative below:
At the longer distance, the inaccurate selection of k will make large effect to the depth measurement error.
3) Sensitivities of the depth measurement with respect to d m and δ 0 :
Comparing the sensitivities of parameters, the sensitivities with respect to ζ and k are proportional to R, while other two do not. At the places of larger depths, inaccurate parameters of ζ and k are expected to cause large error. Therefore, ζ and k will make major effects to the measurement accuracy at long distance and need to be calibrated.
Calibration of the Internal Parameter
The camera and the projector can be set up in parallel, i.e., with ζ = 0. This is achieved by adjusting the laser light source orientation so that the distance between the laser beam and the camera optical axis at a long distance (e.g., longer than 5 meters) equals δ 0 . Upon having ζ set to 0, experiments can be performed to obtain n x 's for different known ranges of R. The collected pairs of R and n x can be plugged into Eq. (7) to obtain the estimated values of parameter k; the average of these estimated values is used. This parameter needs to be calibrated only once.
Calibration of the External Parameter ζ
For a system with unknown ζ, Eq. (7) can be used for calibration. One can set up the system to measure a known distance R. The value n x can be obtained from image. Values of δ 0 and d m are known and k has been calibrated. As a result, the only unknown in Eq. (7) is ζ, which can be solved. Since the value of depth is sensitive to the error of angle ζ, recalibration is recommended if the angle is possibly changed.
Optimal Tracking of Structured Light Trace
Our depth measurement system makes necessary image processing easier and measured results more reliable. However, the problem referred in Sect. 1 still exists. To solve this problem, an algorithm is proposed and details are presented below.
Image Preprocessing
To eliminate erroneous minutiae and consequently minimising the interferents as many as possible, thresholding and thinning are the necessary steps before tracking is performed. Thresholding is simply the mapping of all pixels having gray level more than a fixed value (200 is used, since the laser beam is much stronger than the background) to 1 and all others to 0. After thresholding, the parts with value 1 have to be thinned or skeletonised so that all the candidate laser traces are one pixel thick. The result after thresholding and thinning of the original image is shown in Fig. 4 . Although the original image was captured in dim light environment to strengthen the laser trace, it was still broken. Moreover, some special interferents can not be removed after thresholding and thinning. See Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (c) . 2) Two virtual start line S and goal line G, which respect the first and last stages, are set as the bottom and top line in the initial step, respectively. 
where C kl,i j is the minimum cost between the current node (k, l) and the node (i, j) with l = j − 1, N(i, j) is the set of neighboring nodes of (i, j). The processing of Eq. (14) is confined to the local operation of summation and min. Figure 5 shows a simple example, where 5 neighboring nodes of v i, j are applied for DP evaluation to search an optimal path from S to G. Note that 25 neighboring nodes are adopted in our application. 5) We set v i, j a big arbitrary numeral if it is a foreground vertex, otherwise, v i, j = 1. The cost C kl,i j with l = j − 1 is defined to the inverse of the average between the node (i, j) and (k, l) as
Cost C kl,i j with l = j + 1 is defined similarly. 6) Weighted cost C kl,i j is then applied, and the weighted value is constructed with zero-mean Gaussian function:
From Eq. (16), weighted sequences are determined by parameter δ. Large δ means smooth weighted sequences. Figure 6 shows the weighted sequences w k,l we used. Since the laser trace most likely to go straight, we give the maximum weighted value for neighboring nodes in the middle. Then the cost C kl,i j is expressed again by the following 
Based on Eqs. (14) and (17), we can build a cost map of whole image.
Backtracking
The backtracking procedure, operation of the last step, starts at the minimum value in line G and goes back to look for the neighboring node with the least cost until the path reaches line S . The next possible pixel on the path should be the neighbor that satisfies the following equation:
Laser beam is a set of contiguous points that often extended from bottom to upper part in image plane. As shown in Fig. 5 , the dynamic programming, acting like a filter, is utilized for real laser trace pixel selection. Our algorithm in this step can be summarized as following: 1) Set the left and right boundary, particular value determined by experiments. Let E be the number of neighboring nodes, so (E − 1)/2 lines should be kept both in the left and right. Since 25 neighboring nodes are adopted in our application, i = 12 is set as the left and right boundary. From Eq. (14) , the cost map is accumulated from the bottom to the top. Although v i, j can be set as a big arbitrary numeral if it is a foreground vertex, we set v i, j = 1000 to prevent overflow.
2) Generate the cost map according to the binary image after preprocessing.
3) Perform dynamic programming to find minimum cost path C * from each S to G. 4) Backtracking the cost map to derive the series of vertices that constitute C * . C * is recognized as the real laser trace. Figure 7 illustrates the performance of our method is remarkable. Our method well avoids the irrelative interferents and links the broken parts. Furthermore, slight fluctuations of the laser beam are well tracked, which preserve details in the object surface.
Experiment
In this section, experimental results are reported. A CCD camera (512 × 480 8-bit pixels) has been used in this study. The distance d m and δ 0 are set to 15 cm and 8 cm, respectively.
Calibration of k and ζ
The method described in Sect. 2 has been used to determine the constant k. The average value of k evaluated at different distances with ζ set to 0
• is 1377.56. For depth measurement experiments, ζ was set approximately to 4
• . It was difficult to have ζ equal exactly to 4
• . The precise value had to be obtained from calibration. The value of n x for the projected light point was obtained. The actual ζ was solved from Eq. (7) to be 3.869
• .
Fig. 10
Reconstructing real-world objects. (a) photograph of the prototype; (b) reconstructed surface without our strategy; (c) reconstructed surface with our strategy.
Depth Measuring Precision
Performance was evaluated for different upright planar surfaces at distance from 50 cm to 500 cm. The mirror angle for this experiment was set to 40
• . Figure 8 shows the results for measuring R with calibrated ζ and optimal tracking. The result for ζ = 4
• without optimal tracking is provided to show the sensitivity of the precision to ζ and the importance of well tracked laser trace. Since pixel numbers can only be integer, it shows better precision at a nearer distance.
Measurements have also been performed at different directions including 30
• , 40
• and 50
• . Figure 9 shows that the precision is quite consistent for different directions. Mirror rotating will not affect the performance.
To measure the shiny or specular object, previous studies usually covered objects with opaque materials such as powder to suppress the specularity on the surface. Indeed, the accurate 3-D reconstructed surface can be obtained. However, many objects especially archeological findings can be affected from powders. Since our strategy is a non-touching approach, it can protect the objects from being damaged. For general shiny and specular object (except the extremely shiny ones, such as the crystal and mirror), our measurement is accurate and robust. We reconstructed several real-world objects using our approach and prototype implementation. Figure 10 (a) is the photograph of the ceramic artware used for measurements. The reconstructed surface in Fig. 10 (b) and Fig. 10 (c) is on the top of the figure. The color bar helps to distinguish the range of depth. In Fig. 10 (b) , the object surface is reconstructed only with the preprocessed image which did not have the laser trace pixels seleted. It is the strategy adopted by most of previous studies. In Fig. 10 (c) , the same object is reconstructed using the optimal trace tracking strategy which is introduced in detail in Sect. 3. Figure 10 (b) shows that there are many holes or noises on the reconstructed surface due to erroneous measuring. However, they are reduced to utmost when the optimal trace tracking strategy is used as shown in Fig. 10 (c) . Likewise, the surface in the gray rectangle region in Fig. 10 (c) is much smoother than the corresponding region in Fig. 10 (b) . And the tiny details of the ceramic artware are still reserved.
Conclusions
Simple structure, accurate 3-D data acquisition, and reliable operation against poor environment is a dream for us in the vision community. While the available technology is still not able to reach all these features together, this paper makes significant progress toward the goal. We presented and implemented a system that combines the advantages of both accuracy and reliability from the structured light principle and dynamic programming. Our arrangement eliminates the imprecision caused by the inaccurate angle measurement of a laser projector because the light source is not rotated and its angle can be carefully calibrated. To solve the problem caused by surface reflection and lighting conditions, a DP based algorithm is proposed for optimal light tracking, which makes the measured depth much more reliable. The drawback of the proposed scheme may be that the accuracy decreases when the object is far away from the device. In the future, we will improve the method to be a distance independent algorithm.
